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RANGE WATERPROOF RATING DROP PROOF MAXIMUM INTENSITY DIMENSION TYPE OF BATTERY WEIGHT

 100METERS IPX4 2 METER 2520 CD 64 ×36 × 28 MM 4 × AAA 99.50 G (BATTERIES ARE INCLUDED)

HL45

1 Ultra light weight LED headlamp, nude weight only 
37.8g, It's pretty good for primary activities such as 
running, climbing, camping, treking, and long 
journey, etc. 2 The light source is Cree brand LED, 
Lifespan up to 100.000hours. 3 Aerospace-grade 
Aluminum alloy body. 4 Hardest type III grade black 
anodizing. 5 Diamond coated glass lens resists wear 
and scratch. 6 High Quality Aluminum reflector with 
optimized bi-polar beam. 7 High visibility Silicone 
O-rings for secure sealing, IPX4 waterproof ensures 
normal use in rain weather. 8 Side positive button 
Switch for On-Off or light mode action. 9 Elastic 
bungee headband capable of length adjustment, 
providing best fit and comfort  for user. 10 Rubber 
holder feel more confortable when put light on 
head. 11 High temperature controlled driver circuit 
for overheat regulation protection of light to long life 
use. 12 Wrong polarity of inserted battery protection. 
13 Runs on 4 pieces AAA alkaliine or NI-MH 
rechargeable batteries. 14 Four color beam available:  
Cool White beam,  Warm White beam, Neutral White 
beam and Red beam. 15 Three white light mode 
operation:  Cool White-Warm White-Neutral White ,  
and each mode with 8 level brightness available 
from 20%, 35% to 100% to intervals adjustable.   16 
Red beam for signal, warning and rescuing purpose. 
Max light and SOS available.

Lighting modes:
①Cool White LED light ( Color Temperature 6465K ). 
②Warm White LED light (Color Temperature 
3088K) .③Neutral White = Cool White + Warm 
White Simultaneous (Color Temperature 4428K ).④
Red LED continued lighting. ⑤Red LED SOS blinking 
Customized brightness settings: 
Customized brightness setting from 
20%->35%->50% ->60%->70%->80%-> 90%-> 
100%, 8 levels brightness available in ①②③ 
lighting modes.
Brightness memory: 
In either lighting mode or  ④ Red lighting mode &  
⑤ SOS blinking modes, the customized brightness 
could be  memorized if staying for over 3 seconds.
To operate:
a) Press on/off button switch to control light modes 
and brightness level. press the button on/off switch 
rapidly or continuously to active or convert between 
①②③lighting modes. 
b) Customized brightness settings at ①②③ 
lighting modes: When the headlamp already on at 
①or②or③ lighting modes. press and hold button 
on/off switch to cycle through the customized 
brightness settings from 20% to 100%. When desired 
brightness appears, just release the switch. To turn 
off the headlamp, just press the switch again after 
staying at this customized brightness for over 3 
seconds; But if less than 2 seconds, press the switch 
will be to get conversion between①②③ lighting 
modes.
c) To turn on or off  Red LED light and SOS mode:
When all lights of headlamp off. Long time to press 
and hold button switch, Red led lighting and SOS 

Please pay great attention to the followings to prevent 
unnecessary accidents from happening:
 Do not use a damaged batteries or batteries with signs 
of electric leakage • Please do not use batteries with 
sign of damages on the metal surface of battery 
•Please use AAA batteries with safety certification
• Please do not keep batteries in the battery box for more 
than 30 days while the headlamp is being stored • Please 
neither remove any part of the lamp, such as switch, lamp 
holder, etc., nor attempt to repair it by yourself.

•Do not use batteries that are banned on this manual.
•Do not mix batteries of different brands, size, capacity or 
type.
•Be sure to operate the battery box as per the correct 
instructions so to avoid any damage.

1. Cleaning the glass lenses regularly with a soft cloth to 
ensure the best light transmittance. (Do not use any 
corrosive detergent). 2. Please keep the battery box 
cleaning, free of dust or debris. 3. Please take out the 
batteries if the headlamp is out of service.

• This product is not a toy, please keep it away from 
children • Do not shoot eyes directly with the head lamp 
• Do not place the lens side of headlamp downwards 
after it is turned on • Slight warm on the surface of the 
lamp while using is normal phenomenon • Disassem-
bling of the lamp structure parts, especially the seal 
structure  parts is prohibited • The surface should be 
wipe-dried immediately if the product contacts 
corrosive subs tances or water • Please take out the 
batteries from the lamp if the product has been out of 
service (more than 30 days)•The final interpretation of 
product instruction is subjected to Ferei.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL CAUTION

WARNINGS

BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS

BATTERY INSTALLATION

MAINTENANCE

The headlamp has the overheat regulation Driver Circuit  
to Controlled LED work temperature for stable work and 
long lifespan. When headlamp temperature is exceeds 
60˚C, the overheat protection regulation is activate, the 
brightness reduce to lower to cool down the light , the 
runtime will be longer. But if the headlamp to using at  
running or cool and cold condition, it’s brightness 
increases to setting level, the runtime will be shorter . 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND RUNTIME INSTRUCIONS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS  HL45

1 Rotate the cover of 
battery box counter-clock-
wise until it is take off.

2 Put 4 pieces AAA 
batteries into the battery 
box / tube with correct  
polarity . ( Note : Please pay 
attention to the positive 
"+" and negative "-" poles 
inside of battery box tube 
and battery ).

4 Rotate the cover of 
battery box in clockwise 
until it is tighten.

3 Make the pin/fixer of 
battery box cover into the 
hole of battery tube box.

5 Prepare the headlamp 
body and headband with 
rubber sleeve holder.

6 Put the rubber sleeve 
ring on the battery tube 
of headlamp

7 Put another rubber 
sleeve ring on switch tube 
of headlamp

INSTALL HEADBAND TO HEADLAMPblinking modes turn on and convert between continued 
RED lighting  & SOS blinking. When desired mode 
appears, simply release the switch. To turn off the 
headlamp, just press the switch rapidly.
Brightness and mode memory:
In either any lighting or SOS blinking mode, the lighting 
mode or brightness could be memorized if staying for 
over 3 seconds. Next time you turn on each mode again, 
the brightness or mode starts from the memorized 
lighting mode or brightness. If staying less than 2 
seconds at any level brightness or mode, press the 
switch to get conversion to next brightness level/mode. 
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